Buildings viewed through the window of another high building sometimes appear to shrink when we walk towards them. We refer to this phenomenon as the 'shrinking building illusion' and conducted a quantitative investigation to elucidate its underlying mechanisms. We created a virtual scenario to test the illusion using three-dimensional computer graphics. After viewing a movie in which the camera moves forward or backward in relation to the buildings, the participants adjusted the size of the test stimulus to the perceived size of the building in the movie. The results revealed that this illusion cannot be induced by two-dimensional factors alone, such as relative motion and size-contrast. Rather, the illusion appears to be strongly associated with self-motion. © Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2011
We report a novel illusion, in which buildings viewed through the window of another high building appear to shrink when we walk towards them. The actual size of a tall building viewed from another tall building remains constant. However, it has been found that the perceived size of observed buildings becomes smaller (see supplementary online material at http://media.brill.nl/sp). We termed this illusion the 'shrinking building illusion'.
In the present study, we quantified the illusion using a virtual scenario. In this virtual scenario, we constructed a window, walls, floor, ceiling and objective buildings (as shown in Fig. 1 ), and simulated forward or backward self-motion in relation to the buildings. We generated all-inclusive, with-floor, with-ceiling and only-window H. Fukuda, T. Seno / Seeing and Perceiving 24 (2011) 541-544 Figure 1. The virtual situation and 2D images used to test the illusion.
conditions. In a control condition, only the buildings were presented. In addition, we tested a two-dimensional (2D) condition in which the scenario was constructed from 2D images (Fig. 1 ). There was a fixation point in the center of the screen, and participants observed the stimuli monocularly.
We presented the movie of walking to the buildings on a monitor and after it disappeared we presented a grey silhouette of the buildings, which were either twice or half as large as the size of the building in the movie. Participants adjusted the size of the silhouette, matching it to the size of the building in the final frame in each movie. We included forward (approaching) and backward (retreating) selfmotion conditions. Each condition was repeated four times. Ten naïve volunteers participated in this experiment.
A number of potential causes exist for this illusion, including relative motion between the buildings and window, size-distance invariance, illusory motion parallax and size-contrast. For example, because the visual image of a window becomes larger when we walk towards it, the image of the buildings viewed through it may appear to contract (Warren and Rushton, 2009) . Alternatively, the explanation may be related to the law of size-distance invariance, which holds that objects appear larger when we walk closer to them (Kilpatrick and Ittelson, 1953) . However, external buildings may be too far away for this law to apply, meaning that they remain constant in size when we walk towards them. Because we expect objects to increase in size as we approach them, in this case the size of the external buildings would fall below our expectation, causing the illusory perception of the buildings shrinking. A similar phenomenon is involved in motion parallax, which cannot be used to determine distance if the reference objects are very far away (Ono et al., 1986) . However, very large buildings may cause the misperception that they are
